Résumé. 2014 
We consider a molecule having n identical nuclei each nucleus having a spin i. It has been established for a long time [1] in Molecular Spectroscopy how one should calculate the statistical weights : one determines the types of symmetry of the nuclear spin functions in the point group of the molecule. Recently, saturated absorption infrared spectra of CH4 and SF6 have been reported [2, 3] , showing the hyperfine structure of vibration-rotation lines. This structure is due to the spin-spin and spin-rotation magnetic couplings, and in order to calculate these interactions, one must know, in addition to the symmetry types, the values of the total nuclear spin.
More precisely, given a rovibronic state 'P evr (which may belong to a degenerate level), the complete wave function must obey the Pauli principle and as a result only a subspace of the (2 i + 1)" independant nuclear spin functions ~~ may be used to construct the complete wave function. As a consequence, among all the functions which correspond to the possible values for the total nuclear spin I and its projection Ml, some are eliminated and cannot be associated with the space function 9~. We shall present methods which allow us to determine which values of I and M¡ must be retained.
The result is only known for very simple molecules (the diatomics) or for some molecules for which the magnetic structure has already been studied in the fundamental vibronic state : NH3 [4] , CH4 [5] . For these two molecules the result is simple : there is a one-to-one correspondance between the value of the total spin and the symmetry type (which is not the case for SF6 nor PF5) and no general method was needed. In reference [5] , the particular partitioning method followed by the authors has also been applied to CD4 for which a one-to-one correspondance is not This correspondance is given in the published works on statistical weights (see [9] for PFs and [10, 11] ] for SF6) and we shall not recall it here. 
